
SMA 3405 DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY 

BMC Y4 

Answer question one and any other two questions. 

QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

a)  

i. Find the arc length of the circular helix ( ) 30,ˆˆsinˆcos ≤≤++= tktjtittr ππr
  

         (5 marks) 
ii.  Reparameterize the curve in (i) above    (4 marks) 

b) Find the curvature of the curve ( )tttx cosln,sin,cos=r
 at ( )0,0,1P   (7 marks) 

c) Find the involutes of the curve given by 321 ˆˆsinˆcos ebtetaetax ++=r
 (7 marks) 

d) Obtain the natural representation for the curve       

   ∞<<∞−++= teeeteetex ttt ,ˆˆsinˆcos 321

r
  (7 marks)  

QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS) 

a) Find the unit principal normal and the unit binormal along the curve  
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2
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3 ˆ3ˆ3ˆ3 ettetettx +++−=r

      (13 marks) 

b) Show that if ( )txx
rr =  represents a curve of class,2≥  then 
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=  (7 marks) 

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS) 

a) Determine the second fundamental form for the surface ( ) 3
22

21 ˆˆˆ evueveux −++=r
 

          (10 marks) 
b)  

i. Show that along a curve ( ) bknktkxsxx ˆˆˆ, 2 τ++−== &&&&
rr

  (5 marks) 

ii.  Using the result in (i) above, show that along a curve ( ),sxx
rr =  [ ] τ2,, kxxx =&&&&&&  

         (5 marks) 

QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS) 

a) Find the intrinsic equations for the circular helix ( ) ( )bttattr ,sin,cos=r
  (12 marks) 

b) Find the length of the arc =≤≤== βπθθθ
βθ

,0,,2

cot

eu constant  on the cone 

321 ˆˆsinˆcos eueueux ++= θθr
      (8 marks) 

 



QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS) 

a) Find the normal curvature vector nk
r

 and the normal curvature nk for the curve 

tvtu == ,2  on the surface ( ) 3
22

21 ˆˆˆ evueveux +++=r
 at point 1=t  (12 marks) 

b) Determine the equations of the binormal line along the curve 

 321 ˆˆsinˆcos ebtetaetax ++=r
     (8 marks) 

 

 


